Merry Christmas 2016 from “the Dragonflies”
2016 has been a fun year of growing up for our team. The last year of family life before we
lock into the routines of school. We managed to get away to the Whitsundays in August for
a delightful 10 days of cruising. The 2016 vintage Harrisons will have some very ripe
dimensions.
The vineyard team this year was led by Marc McLaughlin, Ruth Fell left us for Melbourne
during the season and Josh Occleshaw has stepped up to take a lead in the vineyard for
2017 Vintage and beyond. Marc is enjoying living near Bridport and working as a caddy at
Barnbougle. We are also thankful that Megan Barker is also available in the township of
Pioneer as a sounding board for Josh. Megan collects our vineyard measurements and has
been with us since planting. I am making a change from lecturing at Charles Sturt University
in Agribusiness and Wine Science and have just started with the Rural Industries Research
and Development Corporation. But still managing the vineyard remotely from Wagga. Em is
going strong with managing Physio at the new Wagga Wagga Rural Referral Hospital.
A very warm 2015 September, October and
November was somewhat driven by eddies
extending further south than usual in the East
Australian Current. The warm was also dry and
continued across the state until after vintage. So
much so that Tasmania’s electricity utilities were
considerably challenged in keeping the lights on
from low dam levels and a broken Bass Link
cable. Flooding rains after vintage have since
lifted lake levels.

Figure 1 Alexander admiring the fruit

Vintage 2016 was early but we picked on 16th April
which is close to our target date of 23 April. This
will lead to a full riper style wine. I have been
wanting to push the boundaries in this riper
direction for a while and 2016 was the season to
give it a go. A “hang time” wine. We were
probably some 10 days or so beyond a ripeness
level we might have picked at in another season.
The higher yielding clones made a greater
contribution to juice to extract the flavours from
some raisened fruit from the other clones.

The ferments went through quickly but not hot and the wine is now safely maturing in barrel. The
2014, our current vintage, is drinking exceptionally well. I hope you will share some soon.

Figure 2 Dragonfly (maybe Synthemis tasmanica) on the Waldheim boardwalk at Cradle Mountain 13 April 2016

Living in Wagga Wagga and having sailed a lot whilst Hobart I miss the sea. Ella Alexander and I have
been reading lots of salty stories. We have read the Voyage of the Beagle and stopped to google
each creature Darwin described. Rob Mundle’s “Cook” is a gripping tale of this great navigator and
leader. “Peter Duck” and “Swallows and Amazons” puts us two books into these great sailing
stories. In the beginning of Swallows and Amazons the children make a pennant for the Swallow.
We decided to follow suit and develop a flag and crew name “the dragonflies” for our own sailing
adventure.
We expanded a photograph of a dragonfly from our insect collection on the photocopier. Then
Nanna Sue helped us with the sewing. We practiced our bowlines and in August, chartered a 37 foot
Beneteau from Cumberland Charters in Airlie beach. Thanks to cabin boy Ange Baker for joining as
an extra set of hands. “The dragonflies” are now a crew with some experience open for the next
adventure. when safely anchored an occasional glass of Harrisons Pinot topped off 10 days of
sublime sailing.

Figure 3 The Little One anchored of Seaforth Island with "the Dragonfly" flying.

Figure 4 Fresh Bread makes a happy crew in Nara Inlet Hook Island with Butter and Raspberry Jam.

Figure 5 “Mate Susan” AKA Ella ensures we add just the right amount of seawater for another loaf for lunch off
Pentecost Island.

Figure 6 Em and Ange Baker with the sun setting over Whitehaven beach and Solway Passage.

Figure 7 Em with very stylish ships lifejacket sailing south from Lindeman Island for Burning Point.

Figure 8 Josh Occleshaw shoot thinning with a young helper 19 Nov 2016

